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Figure 1 Design and manufacturing cycle for microwave T/R modules.1 MOTIVATIONIn [20], we argued that although AI planning techniques can potentially be useful in sev-eral manufacturing domains, this potential cannot be realized without developing morerealistic and more robust approaches to issues important to manufacturing engineers. Wefurther argued that by looking realistically at issues important to manufacturing engineers,AI researchers might be able to discover principles relevant for AI planning in other do-mains. This paper attempts to address both of these objectives, in a manufacturing plan-ning domain quite di�erent from the machining domain described in [20]: the design andmanufacture of complex electro-mechanical devices. More speci�cally, this paper focuseson the use of AI planning techniques for process planning in the design and manufactureof microwave transmit-receive (T/R) modules (described further in Section 3).Figure 1 illustrates the design and manufacturing cycle for microwave T/R modules,



MOTIVATION 3
Figure 2 Integration of disciplines for the design and manufacture of complex electrome-chanical devices.which is highly interdisciplinary in nature. Electronic designers develop the detailed cir-cuitry; mechanical designers design the device to resist shock and vibrational loadings,and develop the assemblies, the heat removal systems, and the housing of the device; andmanufacturing engineers apply electronic manufacturing processes (such as lithography,soldering, cleaning, and testing), and mechanicalmanufacturing processes (such as drillingand milling) to manufacture the end product.For many manufactured products, the decisions made during the design of the productwill determine most of the cost of manufacturing the product. This has given rise tothe philosophy of integrated product and process design (IPPD), which attempts to takemanufacturing considerations into account while the product is being designed. However,in the design of a complex product, this requires coordinating a large interdisciplinaryteam. In large organizations, this can be a di�cult task [21].The task of communicating design and manufacturing requirements and design changesacross disciplines could be greatly aided by a carefully designed computer system that in-tegrates both electronic and mechanical computer-aided design (CAD) tools, and providesaccess to process planning and design evaluation capabilities, as shown in Figure 2. Sucha system could be used for designing both the electronic and mechanical aspects of aproduct, analyzing various aspects of the design's performance, planning how to manu-facture the proposed design, and evaluating the process plans to provide feedback to thedesigners about the design's manufacturability.Few existing computer systems can successfully address all of these issues in a single in-tegrated environment|and there are several open questions about the best way to designsuch a system. To explore these issues, we have created the Electro-mechanical DesignAnd Planning System (EDAPS), a toolkit for microwave T/R module manufacture thatintegrates electronic and mechanical computer-aided design, electronic and mechanicalprocess planning, and plan-based design evaluation. EDAPS's process planning modulegenerates process plans concurrently with design, and assists the designers in performingplan-based critiquing of microwave T/R module designs.EDAPS incorporates electronic design, mechanical design, and process planning mod-ules into a single integrated environment. Its process planning module plans both in themechanical domain, including such processes as drilling and milling, and in the electronic



4 Integrating Electrical and Mechanical Design and Process Planningdomain, including such processes as via plating, artwork deposition, component place-ment, and soldering. This allows EDAPS to provide feedback about manufacturabilityand lead time to the designers, based on process plans for the manufacture of the device.2 RELATED RESEARCHManufacturability analysis for mechanical designs. Jakiela et al. [16] have built a rule-based Design-For-Assembly system that gives feedback about assemblability when thedesigner adds new features to the design. Another rule-based manufacturability systemwas developed by Ishii [15]. Our IMACS system [10] generates the best operation plansfor machined components and gives feedback about manufacturing infeasibilities in thedesign. However, none of these tools are applicable to the electronic domain.Manufacturability analysis for electronic designs. Commercially, several CAD tools areavailable for electronic circuitry design (such as Mentor Graphics, OrCAD, EEsof, andMAGIC). These electronic CAD packages automatically check design rules, and some evenperform manufacturing yield analysis of the design. However, since these packages use atwo-dimensional representation of the design, they neither represent three-dimensionalmechanical features nor perform any sort of mechanical feasibility and manufacturabilityanalysis on devices. Such tasks would require a three-dimensional solid-model representa-tion of the design. Harhalakis et al. have developed a rule-based system for critiquing themanufacturability of microwave modules [11], but it is not directly linked to an electronicor mechanical CAD system. Feldmann et al. [8] describes a system that integrates elec-tronic and mechanical CAD tools for three-dimensional molded printed circuit boards,where circuits are no longer in planar con�gurations. However, these tools and systemsdo not evaluate the designs with respect to cost and lead times.Computer-Aided Process Planning. Most CAPP systems work only for purely mechani-cal products; [26] gives a comprehensive review of such systems. A few e�orts (e.g., [25, 18])have focused on CAPP for electronic applications, but these systems do not incorpo-rate many manufacturing processes in the mechanical engineering domain. For electro-mechanical designs, Candadai et al. [4] use a Group-Technology-based approach to gen-erate high level process plans in both domains for the manufacture of these designs, butthis system does not work concurrently with an electronic CAD tool.Design Integration. The DARPA/MADE program focuses on achieving IPPD goals inthe manufacture of Complex Electro-Mechanical (CEM) devices [31]. CEM devices, suchas optical cameras and CD-ROMs, are more complex than the devices considered in thispaper. As part of MADE, the SHARE project [29] examines how information technologytools could be applied to promote collaboration between design teams.Tradeo� Analysis. The MSDA advisor [23] evaluates system level trade-o�s betweenphysical size, weight, thermal characteristics, reliability, cost, performance, and so forthin the selection of packaging technologies for components used in PCBs and ceramic sub-strates. The EXTRA system [2] does tradeo� analysis for selecting alternative componentsand subassemblies for microwave modules.
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MICFigure 3 A typical microwave T/R module, consisting of the MIC substrate, and itshousing.3 MICROWAVE T/R MODULES3.1 IntroductionMost commercial electronic products operate in the 10kHz{1GHz radio frequency (RF)spectrum. However, in the telecommunications arena, the range of operating frequen-cies has been increasing at a tremendous pace. For scienti�c and commercial long-rangedefense applications|such as radar, satellite communications, and long-distance televi-sion and telephone signal transmissions|radio frequencies prove unsuitable, primarilydue to the high noise-to-signal ratio associated with radio frequencies. Moreover, thelower-frequency bands have become overcrowded due to the overuse of these bands forcommercial communications applications [30].Consequently, in contrast to other commercial electronic products, most modern telecom-munications systems operate in the 1{20 GHz microwave range, and transmit/receive(T/R) modules of such systems are termed microwave T/R modules (see Figure 3). Mi-crowave design is di�erent from RF design in that the transmission lines that carry thesignals have distributed impedances associated with them. Therefore, the shape and di-mensions of transmission lines, which are unimportant in RF designs, are critical to mi-crowave designs. These new requirements impose new challenges on the design procedure.3.2 TerminologyIn earlier microwave circuit assemblies, di�erent parts of the circuit were built separatelyusing coaxial cables or waveguides, and later assembled by screwing the parts together.
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Ground PlaneFigure 4 Transmission lines in microwave manufacturing.Owing to the size and con�guration of the coaxial cables and waveguides, the assemblieswere signi�cantly large, and the assembly procedure was time-consuming and clumsy.These earlier assemblies were replaced by Microwave Integrated Circuits (MICs), whereall functional components of the circuit are fabricated as artwork on the same planarboard, using the same fabrication technology. In MICs, functional components such astransistors, resistors, and capacitors can be classi�ed as either \integrated" or \hybrid".Integrated components are fabricated as a geometric manifestation of the artwork. Hybridcomponents are assembled separately using techniques such as soldering, wire bonding,and ultrasonic bonding.MIC technology resulted in a reduction of the size of manufactured devices by severalorders of magnitude. In MICs, the manufacture and assembly stages of manufacturing acircuit are integrated, and thus the lead time for manufacturing is reduced. The next levelof integration has been achieved by Monolithic Microwave Integrated Circuits (MMICs),in which all functional units, including the lumped elements, are fabricated as artwork ona single planar board. In this work, we consider the manufacture of MICs only.We will use these terms throughout the paper (see Figure 3 and Figure 4):� The dielectric is the substrate on which the artwork is laid out, and on which thehybrid components are assembled. The dielectric serves as a wave-conducting medium.Common materials used are PTFE (Teon), polyole�n, and aluminum-oxide ceramic.� The ground plane is a metallic layer on top of which the dielectric layer resides. Theground plane is usually made of copper or aluminum. It provides grounding for thecircuit and mechanical strength for the device, and it acts as a medium to conductaway heat generated by the device. The heat ux of components in MICs, especiallythose that transmit power to transmitters, is generally very high, on the order of 10-1000 MW/cm3 [24]. Therefore, heat sinking is critical to the performance of the device.The ground plane is the mounting surface for the hybrid components. Thus, machinedfeatures such as milled pockets and drilled holes are developed on the ground plane.� The artwork is an etched circuit pattern containing traces, pads to mount hybrid com-ponents, components that are directly fabricated on the circuit, �ducials, and referencetext elements. Usually, the artwork forms the topmost layer of the dielectric.� Transmission lines are traces that carry energy to di�erent parts of the circuit. Fig-ure 4 illustrates several possible con�gurations of transmission lines. The Microstripcon�guration is the simplest to manufacture.



System Architecture 7� Vias are through-holes in the dielectric that connect the upper layer to bottom of theground plane. Vias also conduct heat from the upper artwork layers to the heat sink.� Surface-mount components are hybrid elements that are assembled on the surface ofthe dielectric. The leads of these components do not go into the dielectric (as opposedto the leads of through-hole components, which go through the surface). Surface-mounttechnology is quickly replacing through-hole technology because of the reduction in sizeand the ease of automating the manufacturing processes.� Mounting features are usually milled pockets that are used as recesses in which surface-mount components will sit. These pockets are especially necessary for components thatdissipate high heat, because these components need to be directly connected to theheat sink. Such components include Gunn diodes and Impatt diodes.� The housing is a cast, or machined, metallic enclosure which envelopes the entire assem-bled device. These enclosures are needed to provide electronic isolation of the devices;to provide rigidity and strength; to make external connections easy; and to dissipatethe heat conducted from the device heat sinks.3.3 Electronic Manufacturing ProcessesThe production method used for MICs depends on several factors, such as the choice ofdielectric material and the degree of integration of functional elements in the design. Ifall elements are assembled as hybrids, then lamination, photomask deposition, etching,plating, adhesive deposition, application of ux, reow soldering, trimming, cleaning, test-ing, tuning, drilling, milling, and casting form a superset of the operations used [5, 3].If, however, some components are fabricated as integrated elements, thin �lm and thick�lm deposition techniques must be used in addition [13]. In this work, we assume thatthe modules are fabricated as hybrid-only microstrip MICs, so that the thin/thick �lmprocesses can be avoided.4 SYSTEM ARCHITECTUREIn the EDAPS system, we want to provide the designers with CAD tools for electronic andmechanical design, and with an integrated process planner for manufacturing processes inboth the mechanical domain and the electronic domain. Thus the EDAPS system consistsof three modules that can be invoked from a common user interface (see Figure 5):� In EDAPS's circuit schematic and circuit layout module, the designers generate elec-tronic circuitry. On top of an integrated set of packages supplied by EEsof's SeriesIV [6] software, which forms the core of this module, we have developed routines toprovide us with application-speci�c information. We address this module in more detailin [12].� In EDAPS's substrate design module, the designers develop mechanical features of theMIC. Bentley Systems' Microstation CAD software application [19] supplies the setof tools required to achieve this functionality. The ACIS [1] solid modeler is usedinternally to represent and provide methods to generate and modify features de�ned inMicrostation. We are developing routines in C++ and the Microstation Development
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EDAPS Figure 5 System architecture.Language to integrate Microstation with the rest of the system and to extract andsupply relevant manufacturing information. More details are available in [12].� EDAPS's process planning module, which is the subject of this paper, creates a processplan for the design, and reports the lead time for the design to the designers. Theprocess planning module is described in more detail in Section 5.� The coordination of these modules and the exchange of data among them takes placethrough a user interface written in the Tcl/Tk language [22]. This user interface allowsthe designers to smoothly interact with the heterogeneous modules of the system.5 PROCESS PLANNING AND PLAN EVALUATION MODULETo perform process planning for microwave T/R module designs, we use techniques fromhierarchical task-network (HTN) planning [32, 33, 7]. We have also used this approach in



Process Planning and Plan Evaluation Module 9primitive tasks methods
complex tasksmethod in this order""do these tasksMaking the artworkPrecleaning for the artwork Application of photoresist Photolithography EtchingPainting of photoresistSpreading of photoresistSpraying of photoresistSpindling of photoresistFigure 6 Part of the task network for microwave T/R module manufacture.some of our other work [27, 28]. In EDAPS, process planning proceeds by taking a complextask to be performed and considering various methods for accomplishing the task. Eachmethod provides a way to decompose the task into a set of smaller tasks. By applyingother methods to decompose these tasks into even smaller tasks, the planner eventuallyproduces a set of primitive operations that it knows how to perform directly.As an example, one method for making the artwork for the MIC is to do the fol-lowing series of tasks: precleaning for the artwork, then application of photoresist, thenphotolithography for the artwork, then etching. There are several alternative methodsfor applying photoresist: spindling the photoresist, spraying on the photoresist, paintingon the photoresist, and spreading out the photoresist from a spinner. This relationshipbetween tasks and methods results in a task network, part of which is shown in Figure 6.This decomposition of tasks into various subtasks is important for process planning forthe manufacture of microwave T/R modules for two reasons. First, the decompositionin an HTN naturally corresponds to the decomposition of a MIC into the parts andprocesses required to manufacture it. Second, the ability to include the complex tasks\make drilling and milling features", \make artwork", \assembly and soldering", and\testing and inspection" in sequence provides a uniform framework that can naturallyaccommodate both mechanical and electronic manufacturing processes.Sometimes a particular method can always be used to perform a particular task. Forexample, because spreading out the photoresist from a spinner is so accurate, this methodcan always be used to perform the task of applying the photoresist. Sometimes a particularmethod can only sometimes be used to perform a particular task. For example, becausespraying on the photoresist is only somewhat accurate, this method cannot be used toapply the photoresist if a coupler in the artwork has a gap of less than or equal to 10 mils.Certain tasks, such as precleaning for the artwork, are primitive, meaning that they donot break down into any other tasks. Once the complex task of making the entire MIChas been broken down into a series of primitive tasks, a process plan has been created;carrying out the steps of the process plan results in the creation of the MIC.The planning module constructs a set of process plans, and evaluates them to see whichtakes the least amount of time. In some cases, it evaluates a set of incomplete process plans



10 Integrating Electrical and Mechanical Design and Process PlanningProcesses:Opn A BC/WW Setup Runtime LN Description001 A VMC1 2.00 0.00 01 Orient board02 Clamp board03 Establish datum point atbullseye (0.25, 1.00)001 B VMC1 0.10 0.43 01 Install 0.30-diameter drill bit02 Rough drill at (1.25, -0.50)to depth 1.0003 Finish drill at (1.25, -0.50)to depth 1.00001 C VMC1 0.10 0.77 01 Install 0.20-diameter drill bit02 Rough drill at (0.00, 4.88)to depth 1.00[...]001 T VMC1 2.20 1.20 01 Total time on VMC1[...]004 A VMC1 2.00 0.00 01 Orient board02 Clamp board03 Establish datum point atbullseye (0.25, 1.00)004 B VMC1 0.10 0.34 01 Install 0.15-diameter side-milling tool02 Rough side-mill pocket at (-0.25, 1.25)length 0.40, width 0.30, depth 0.5003 Finish side-mill pocket at (-0.25, 1.25)length 0.40, width 0.30, depth 0.50[...]004 C VMC1 0.10 1.54 01 Install 0.08-diameter end-milling tool[...]004 T VMC1 2.50 4.87 01 Total time on VMC1Figure 7 Output of EDAPS's planner: a process plan in a standard format, part one.and discards all but the one which takes the least amount of time. For example, becausethe method of application for photoresist does not a�ect the method of application forsolder paste, if the quickest method of applying photoresist is spraying it on, then there isno need to generate process plans in which some other method of application is used. If noprocess plans can manufacture the device|because some manufacturability constraint,such as achievable tolerance, is violated|EDAPS's planner reports the failure and thereason for the failure to the designers.This generative process planning approach allows us to provide feedback about manu-facturability and lead time to the designers, based on actual process plans for the man-ufacture of the device. Because manufacturing engineers are accustomed to a standardformat for the speci�cation of process plans, EDAPS's planner outputs the process planin this format. See Figure 7 and Figure 8.



Using the System 11Opn A BC/WW Setup Runtime LN Description005 A EC1 0.00 32.29 01 Pre-clean board (scrub and wash)02 Dry board in oven at 85 deg. F005 B EC1 30.00 0.48 01 Setup02 Spread photoresistfrom 18000 RPM spinner005 C EC1 30.00 2.00 01 Setup02 Photolithography of photoresistusing phototool in "real.iges"005 D EC1 30.00 20.00 01 Setup02 Etching of copper005 T EC1 90.00 54.77 01 Total time on EC1006 A MC1 30.00 4.57 01 Setup02 Prepare board for soldering006 B MC1 30.00 0.29 01 Setup02 Screenprint solder stop on board006 C MC1 30.00 7.50 01 Setup02 Deposit solder paste at (3.35,1.23)on board using nozzle[...]31 Deposit solder paste at (3.52,4.00)on board using nozzle006 D MC1 0.00 5.71 01 Dry board in oven at 85 deg. Fto solidify solder paste006 T MC1 90.00 18.07 01 Total time on MC1[...]011 A TC1 0.00 35.00 01 Perform post-cap testing on board011 B TC1 0.00 29.67 01 Perform final inspection of board011 T TC1 0.00 64.67 01 Total time on TC1999 T 319.70 403.37 01 Total time to manufactureFigure 8 Output of the EDAPS's planner: a process plan in a standard format, parttwo.6 USING THE SYSTEMThis section describes the interaction between the various modules of the design environ-ment, and the mechanism that integrates these modules into a single toolkit.Electronic designers, mechanical designers, and manufacturing engineers usually havedi�erent requirements for output from the toolkit. For an electronic designer, the inte-gration mechanism must be able to give feedback on the lead times of process plans.It should also inform the designer about mechanical constraints, such as the maximumboard temperatures and size constraints on the design. For a mechanical designer, theintegration mechanism should automatically generate the shape description of the design.For a manufacturing engineer, process plans are the most important, because they enable
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Cf=Cc=Cd=20pFFigure 9 Mixer-IF ampli�er schematic circuitry.the engineer to determine the ease with which the product can be manufactured, andassociated costs and lead times.We provide the mechanism for the exchange of domain-speci�c product attributes,with the ultimate objective of feeding back plan-based cost, quality and lead times to thedesigners. The integration, highlighted with an example, is explained below. It describesthe steps which will usually be followed in designing a module. Designers can manuallychange the design during any of the design phases.Step 1 Schematic Circuit|Circuit Schematic and Circuit Layout ModuleFor the purpose of illustration, we use the example of a Mixer-IF ampli�er circuitry [17]shown in Figure 9. The designers choose the circuit schematic and layout modulefrom the user interface. EEsof's Libra package is invoked. The designers generate aninitial network of circuitry based on device speci�cations. The schematic circuit isthen simulated, using EEsof's Touchstone package. The �nal values of all componentparameters are listed in Figure 9.Step 2 Artwork Layout|Circuit Layout and Circuit Schematic ModuleAssuming satisfactory simulation, then fromwithin Libra, the designers invokeACADEMYto generate the layout of the circuitry (see Figure 10). Once artwork generation is com-pleted, the system calls an application program that extracts the product informationrelevant for manufacturing from the design databse, and stores it in C++ classes.Finally, the system translates the layout into an IGES �le [14], and exports it to Mi-crostation for substrate designing.Step 3 Mechanical design|Substrate Design ModuleMicrostation is then invoked from the user interface. The Microstation kernel readslayout from the IGES �le and product information from the C++ classes, and re-generates the artwork as a Microstation design �le. Figure 11 illustrates some of thepackage shapes that will be generated by Microstation.As can be seen in Figure 11, milled pockets for high-heat dissipating components|such as the diodes and the FET in the example|will be automatically generated from
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14 Integrating Electrical and Mechanical Design and Process Planningthe size information of their respective packages. When the mechanical design phase iscomplete, information about the location, type, and dimensions of all machined featuresand packaged components are written to a �le that is read by the process planner.Step 4 Process Planner|Process Planning ModuleAs we have mentioned, EDAPS's planner works by decomposing complex tasks intosimpler tasks. The initial task, which decomposes into all other required tasks, is simplycalled \Make board".Consider Figure 11. \Make board" decomposes into \Make plated through-holes andfeatures"; \Make artwork"; \Assembly"; and \Testing and inspection". \Make platedthrough-holes and features" decomposes into \Drill plated through-holes"; \Plate platedthrough-holes"; and \Make features". \Drill plated through-holes" and \Plate platedthrough-holes" decompose into primitive tasks which we do not discuss here.\Make features" is the next task, and because there are features left to be made, itdecomposes into \Make a single feature", and \Make features". This \loop" in the tasknetwork allows us to decompose a task, such as \Make features", into zero or moresubtasks, such as \Make a single feature".\Make a single feature" decomposes into \Setup and side-mill (the bottom cutout onthe left side of the substrate)". \Setup and side-mill (the bottom cutout on the left sideof the substrate)" decomposes into \Setup"; \Setup side-milling tool"; and \Side mill".Because the part is not currently set up on the machining center, \Setup" decomposesinto \Orient the part"; \Clamp the part"; and \Establish a datum point". All three ofthese tasks are primitive.\Setup side-milling tool" is the next task, and because we just started machining, weassume that the correct side-milling tool is not installed on the machining center. Thus,this task decomposes into \Install side-milling tool (of the appropriate size)", whichis a primitive task. Assuming tight tolerances, \Side mill" decomposes into \Roughside-mill" and \Finish side-mill", both of which are primitive tasks.\Make features" continues to decompose until a plan has been created for all �ve millingfeatures and all thirteen drilling features in the substrate.The next task of interest is \Make artwork". \Make artwork" decomposes into \Pre-clean for artwork"; \Apply photoresist"; \Artwork photolithography"; and \Etching".In our planner, all of these tasks but \Apply photoresist" are primitive. \Apply pho-toresist" has several alternative decompositions: \Spread photoresist from a spinner",or \Spindling the photoresist", or \Spraying the photoresist". \Apply photoresist" doesnot decompose into \Painting on the photoresist" in this case, because painting on thephotoresist is not accurate enough for this substrate.As mentioned before, because the method of application of photoresist does not a�ectanything else in the plan, EDAPS's planner locally decides which photoresist applica-tion method is cheapest in this instance|\Spread photoresist from a spinner", let ussay|and keeps only that subtask in the plan.The rest of the plan is generated in a similar manner, and is output as shown in Figure 7and Figure 8. The output of EDAPS's planner includes:� A totally ordered sequence of process speci�cations that can be used to produce the�nished substrate from the materials given;� Process parameters of all the processes that are required to manufacture the device;� Estimates of lead times.



Conclusions 15The output can be fed back to the designers, with lead-time \hot spots" indicated. Thedesigners may then change the design elements, in order to reduce the lead time.When the designers and manufacturing engineers are satis�ed with the design, theartwork elements will be extracted out of Microstation, and the equivalent IGES �lewill be generated and sent to ACADEMY. ACADEMY can then export the design �lein either IGES format or Gerber format for manufacturing.7 CONCLUSIONSIn this paper we have described the process planning module used in the EDAPS sys-tem. EDAPS is a design and process planning environment whose goal is to integratemechanical and electronic design tools in a single platform, and to assist the designers inevaluating designs based on the manufacturing plans. The distinct advantage of such anapproach is the ability to evaluate designs from the point of view of the designers and themanufacturers. EDAPS thus highlights a concurrent engineering approach that we havetaken to reduce the lead times, and to improve the quality in electronic manufacturing.The process planning module of EDAPS has been completed, although its knowledgebase is still being tested and �ne-tuned. Parts of the rest of EDAPS are still under devel-opment. To date, we have completed the routines to extract and store relevant manufac-turing information from electronic designs and the routines that build the manufacturingfeatures. Work that remains to be done includes building the routines to generate shaperepresentations of packaged component features.7.1 Lessons Learned So FarIntegration of Electrical and Mechanical Design. In order to avoid developing a largemonolithic system from scratch, we decided to use existing commercial systems for electri-cal and mechanical design. In addition to providing ways for the electrical and mechanicaldesign systems to exchange information with each other, this required extending the elec-tronic design system to keep track of some of the information needed for mechanical designso that this information will not be lost when users change the electrical design, and sim-ilarly extending the mechanical design system to keep track of some of the informationneeded for the electronic design.The disadvantage of using existing commercial tools in this way is that it may limitthe interaction between the electronic design system and the mechanical CAD system,and that in any case translating and transferring information from one system to anothertakes time and work. (In our system, because our feedback was based on the process planfor manufacturing, we didn't have to translate and transfer much information betweenthe electronic design system and the mechanical CAD system to be able to feed backinformation about cost and lead time. EEsof's built-in features automatically handledmanufacturability feedback.) However, the use of existing commercial tools allows com-panies to keep legacy systems in place; in addition, designers can change their electronicdesign system without changing their mechanical CAD system, or vice versa.Process Planning and Manufacturability Analysis. Hierarchical task-network planningappears to be an ideal approach for generative process planning for microwave mod-



16 Integrating Electrical and Mechanical Design and Process Planningules. The decomposition in an HTN naturally corresponds to the decomposition of amicrowave integrated circuit into the parts and processes required to manufacture it, andHTN's provide a uni�ed framework that accommodates both electronic and mechanicalmanufacturing processes.Although researchers have had great di�culty in developing generative process plan-ners that produce realistic process plans for complex mechanical parts, generative processplanning can be more easily applied to microwave T/R modules. In microwave T/R mod-ules, the interactions among mechanical features are much fewer and simpler than thecomplex geometric interactions that can occur in complex mechanical parts as describedin [10, 20].In many AI planning systems, the way of representing information about the worldis as a collection of logical atoms (elementary expressions in �rst-order logic). For basicresearch on AI planning, this approach has a number of bene�ts. However, in applyingHTN planning to our problem domain, we found it important to represent the data insuch a way as to facilitate integrating the planner with the other EDAPS modules. Forexample, in order to communicate with the Microstation modeler, the planner needs toaccess complex geometric information that would be di�cult to represent or manipulateas sets of logical atoms. Thus, we allowed the representation to consist of arbitrary datastructures as appropriate for the task at hand. This let us represent the data in a waythat was often much simpler than the corresponding logical atoms would be.Task-Network Decomposition and Total Ordering. HTN planning has long been thoughtto have better potential applicability to practical planning problems than other AI plan-ning methods [32], and our experience con�rms this opinion. We found HTN planning tobe quite natural in process planning for complex electro-mechanical devices, because theplanning hierarchy derives naturally from the part-whole hierarchy of the device itself.However, even though EDAPS's process planning module is an HTN planner, it di�ersfrom almost all other HTN planners in that it is a total-order planner. Because its tasknetworks are totally ordered, so are all the plans that it generates. Furthermore, it expandstasks in the order in which they will be achieved: given a sequence of tasks to accomplish,it will always expand whichever task needs to be performed �rst.However, we did not make use of another AI planning technique used in most currentAI planning systems|the use of \partial-order planning", in which the order in which aplanner can construct plans for the goals it is trying to achieve is a di�erent order fromthe order in which it intends to execute those plans. For example, if one wants to y toanother continent, a partial-order planner might think about what ight to take beforebothering to develop a plan for getting from home to the airport. This way, the planner canconstrain its search space by making some \important" or \bottleneck" decision beforecommitting to other less-important steps. However, planning for a task that will comelater in a plan before one has planned everything that will come before them also incursa drawback: when one is planning for the later task, one cannot know what the task'sinput state will be, because one does not know what sequence of steps will produce thisinput state. This fundamental source of uncertainty can make the planning mechanismmuch more complex than it would be otherwise.In developing EDAPS's process planner, we felt that even though situations mightoccur where it might be useful to plan for a later task before planning for an earlier task,such situations would not occur often enough to make it worth the trouble to develop the



Conclusions 17complex planning mechanisms and data structures that this would require. Thus EDAPS'sprocess planner may be described as a \total-order HTN planner."Our experience suggests that total-order HTN planning approach is a promising ap-proach in a number of application domains. Not only does it appear to work well in processplanning for microwave T/R modules|but as described in [27, 28], the same approach(and some of the same code!) also works quite well in another very di�erent applicationdomain: declarer play in the game of contract bridge.In both of our application domains, planning the tasks in the order that they are tobe executed makes it easy for us to use data representations much more exible thanthose normally used in AI planning. This makes it much easier to interface the plannerto external information sources, and greatly facilitates the task of creating the planner'sknowledge base. Both of these activities are crucial for the development of successfulplanners in realistic application domains.Plan Explanation. Our generative process planning approach allowed us to providefeedback about manufacturability and lead time to the designers, based on actual processplans for the manufacture of the device. Because manufacturing engineers are accustomedto a standard format for the speci�cation of process plans, EDAPS's planner needed tooutput the process plan in this format. Adhering to this format required a lot of work.While this plan explanation may seem a small detail|certainly no advanced AI tech-niques were required|it is a crucial feature of EDAPS's planner. Without EDAPS's planexplanation, its plans would be useless. The issue of plan explanation appears to be im-portant, and we are unaware of any formal approaches to plan explanation.7.2 Future WorkIn real life situations, designers never obtain a truly optimum design. A design that isoptimal with respect to cost may have poor yields associated with it. In such cases, trade-o�s have to be done to attain a design solution that is \somewhat optimal" with respectto all the decision variables.We plan to incorporate a trade-o� analysis module that gives the designers a clearerpicture of all the cost versus quality trade-o� issues that are involved in each design. Todo such trade-o� analysis, models to predict yields and costs are needed. To estimate thecosts, several formulae are available from standard process handbooks. However, yieldsare more di�cult to predict. The simplest yield model associates a historically determinedyield value with each component. In that case, component design features will have qualityas an additional attribute. The fundamental assumption with this model is that yields aredetermined solely by components, and not by the processes involved in the manufacturenor by the designs in which the components appear.In fact, processes, components, and board design characteristics all determine the yieldof the microwave T/R modules. Ball and others [2] consider such interactions betweenprocesses and parts, and solve the trade-o� analysis as an integer-programming prob-lem. However, they require individual process-component yield values as inputs for theirmodels. For new designs, such as the ones we are considering, it is hard to predict suchprocess-component yield values without having subjected the product to several runs inproduction lines. In the future, we will do further research to determine the yield modelmost suitable for our application.
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